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Abstract. Recently, Harn proposed an efficient scheme that can batch verification multiple RSA
digital signatures. His scheme can reduce signature verification time. However, there is a weakness
in his scheme. In this study, we present two methods to against his scheme.
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1. Introduction

Recently, Harn (1998) proposed an efficient scheme to batch verify RSA signatures. In
Harn’s scheme, multiple signatures can be signed by the same private key and these
same multiple signatures can be verified simultaneously, instead of a scheme in which
the signer must verify signatures repeatedly. Multiple RSA digital signatures are verified
using batch verifying which requires computation of only one exponential operation. The
main advantage of this scheme is that it reduces signature verification time. It is more
efficient than separate veriffied signatures. However, there are some weaknesses in this
scheme. If the batch verification fails, we cannot find out where the signature fault is lo-
cated and we must verify all individual signatures separately. In addition, we show that
the signer can easily forge individual signatures.

In this article, we provide two methods to demonstrate that the signer can forge in-
dividual signatures and make the batch verification valid. In other words, the receiver
verifies that all individual signatures are valid signatures, but cannot repudiate a false
signature.
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2. Review

We review the RSA cryptosystem (Rivestet al., 1978) as follows. The RSA cryptosystem
has to selectp, q that are two large primes and obtains the modulusn = p × q. Next, let
e × dmod(p − 1)(q − 1) = 1, we denotee as the public key,d as the private key.
Assume that Alice wants to send messageM and its signature to the receiver Bob, Alice
uses the RSA digital signature algorithm to sign the messageM . The RSA signature of
messageM is S = h(M)dmodn, whereh(· ) is a public one-way hash function. Then,
Alice sends(M,S) to Bob. Whenever, Bob receives(M,S) from Alice, he proves the
correctness of the signature on the messageM by checkingh(M) = Semodn.

Now, assume that Alice wants sendM1,M2, . . . ,Mt, and its’ signatures to Bob. The
multiple signaturesS1, S2, . . . , St of messagesM1,M2, . . . ,Mt are signed using the
same private key belonging to Alice. The

(∏t
i=1 Si

)
is a product of the individual sig-

natures. In Harn’s scheme, a new algorithm is given, based on the RSA cryptosystem.
We can easily and efficiently to prove the correctness of those multiple signatures by
checking the following equation:( t∏

i=1

Si

)e
=

( t∏
i=1

[
h(Mi)

]d)e
modn

=

([ t∏
i=1

h(Mi)
]d)e

modn

=
t∏
i=1

h(Mi)modn. (1)

If the multiple signatures satisfy the above equation, the receiver can prove that the
multiple signatures are valid signatures of messagesM1,M2, . . . ,Mt. Harn’s scheme is
efficient to batch verify multiple RSA digital signatures. However, there is a weakness in
his scheme. In next section, we present two methods to subvert his scheme.

3. Cryptanalysis

In this section, we provide two methods to show that the signer, Alice, can forge individ-
ual signatures and make a false batch verification valid.

In the first method, we assume that the signer, Alice, sends messages and the sig-
natures to the receiver Bob. LetS′i = h(Mf(i))

d, whereS′i is a forged signature ofSi
andf(· ) is a one to one and onto function,f(i) = j, i = 1, 2, . . . , t, j = 1, 2, . . . , t.
Alice sends the forged pairs(Mi, S

′
i), i = 1, 2, . . . , t, to Bob. Since

(∏t
i=1 S

′
i

)e
=∏t

i=1 h(Mf(i)) modn, Bob is convinced that the messages are signed by Alice.
For example, Alice, a dishonest user, want send three messages with signatures,

(M1, S
′
1), (M2, S

′
2), (M3, S

′
3), to the receiver Bob. Alice can forge individual signature

thatS′1 = h(M2)d modn, S′2 = h(M3)d modn, andS′3 = h(M1)d modn. The dishon-
est user, Alice, sends(M1, S

′
1), (M2, S

′
2), (M3, S

′
3) to the receiver Bob. Bob proves the
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correctness of the multiplicative signatures on messagesM1,M2,M3 by checking the
following equation:

(S′1 × S′2 × S′3)e =
[
h(M2)d × h(M3)d × h(M1)d

]e
modn

=
([
h(M2)× h(M3) × h(M1)

]d)e
modn

= h(M1) × h(M2) × h(M3) modn. (2)

Sinec the above equation holds, Bob convinces that the messages were signed by
Alice. In fact, Alice can deny she had sent these messages to Bob, becauseh(Mi) 6=
(S′i)

emodn.
In the second method, we assume that Alice sends(S′1,M1), (S′2,M2), . . . , (S′t,Mt)

to Bob and letsS′i = ai × Si, i = 1, 2, . . ., t, where
∏t
i=1 ai = 1. Since

(∏t
i=1 S

′
i

)e
=(∏t

i=1 h(Mi) modn
)
, Bob is convinced that these messages were signed by Alice.

For example, Alice, a dishonest user, forges three signaturesS′1, S
′
2, S
′
3 and lets

S′1 = 1
4S1, S′2 = 8S2, S′3 = 1

2S3. HereS1, S2 andS3 are a signature ofM1,M2 and
M3, respectively. In other words,Si = h(Mi)

d modn, i = 1, 2, 3. Next, Alice sends
(S′1,M1), (S′2,M2), and(S′3,M3) to Bob. Bob proves the correctness of the multiplica-
tive signatures on messagesM1,M2,M3 by checking the following equation:

(S′1 × S′2 × S′3)e =

(
1

4
S1 × 8S2 ×

1

2
S3

)e
modn

= (S1 × S2 × S3)emodn

=
[
h(M1)d × h(M2)d × h(M3)d

]e
modn

=
([
h(M1)× h(M2)× h(M3)

]d)e
modn

= h(M1) × h(M2) × h(M3) modn. (3)

Since the above equation holds, Bob believes that the signaturesS′1, S
′
2 andS′3 are

valid signatures of messagesM1,M2,M3. In fact, Alice can deny she had sent these
messages to Bob, becauseh(Mi) 6= (S′i)

emodn.

4. Conclusions

We have proposed two methods to attack Harn’s batch multiple RSA digital signatures
verification method. We have shown taht a signer can easily forge signatures and that the
receiver cannot discover that the signatures are illegal in Harn’s scheme.
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